EV® INTRODUCES THE SbA760™ POWERED SUB
The new SbA760 from Electro-Voice® is a powered subwoofer, which - as its
name would suggest - is rated at 760 watts and constitutes the ideal
complement to the new SxA360.
Straubing, Germany (March
2004): Electro-Voice’s range
of powered speakers just
keeps on growing. The latest
arrival is the SbA760 subwoofer. This new and
extraordinarily powerful
specialist in the bottom end of
the sound spectrum is
equipped with a stereo
crossover, a 760 watt power
amplifier and the EVS15FR
long-excursion low frequency
driver. The SbA760 extends
the acoustic output all the way
down to 40 Hz.
Despite its immense power,
the SbA760 is notable for its
compactness as well as its
simple and intuitive handling.
The enclosure, which is robust
and designed to withstand the
bumps and bangs (and similar
indignities) sound
reinforcement gear invariably has to endure on the road, is kitted out with
four rollers for a smooth ride and a scratchproof Futura™ coating.
The EV SbA760 and the new 12-inch EV SxA360 two-way active speaker
make the perfect pair. With these two in tandem, impressively high sound
pressure levels, an astonishing dynamic range and an exemplarily linear
frequency response are guaranteed.

(more)

For full details on all Electro-Voice products, please visit
www.electrovoice.com
Electro-Voice® is a professional audio brand of Telex Communications, Inc.,
a leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of sophisticated audio,
wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast and communications equipment for
commercial, professional and industrial customers. Telex Communications
markets its products in more than 80 countries under the brands EV®,
Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®, Klark Teknik®, University® and others.
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